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 4Kadec's 1r4-theorem says that if l : n g Z is a sequence of real numbers forn
1 il v 2n< <  4 w xwhich l y n F L - , then e : n g Z forms a Riesz basis for L yp , p . S.n 4
Favier, R. Zalik, C. Chui, and X. Shi extended this result to the multivariate case.
But their results lead to very small stability bounds. In this paper, we give an
optimal stability bound for the multivariate trigonometric systems. Moreover, for
2w xdthe case of Fourier frames in L yp , p , we also give the stability bounds.
Q 1999 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
 4A family of functions f : j g J belonging to a separable Hilbert spacej
H is said to be a frame if there exist positive constants A and B such that
5 5 2 <² : < 2 5 5 2A f F f , f F B fÝ j
jgJ
for every f g H. The numbers A and B are called the lower and upper
frame bounds, respectively. If only the right-hand inequality is satisfied for
 4every f g H, then f : j g J is said to be a Bessel sequence with bound B.j
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 4Family f : j g J is called a Riesz basis if it is complete in H and therej
exist positive constants A and B such that
2
2 2 2< < < <  4A c F c f F B c , ; c g l J .Ž .Ý Ý Ýj j j j j
jgJ jgJ jgJ
A frame that ceases to be a frame when any one of its elements is
removed is said to be an exact frame. It is well known that exact frames
Ž w x.and Riesz basis are identical see 7 .
w x  4Kadec's 1r4-theorem 6 states that if l is a sequence of real numbersn
for which
1
< <l y n F L - , n g Z,n 4
 iln v4 2w xthen e forms a Riesz basis for L yp , p .
For the multivariate case, we can ask a similar question. Let n s
Ž . d Ž . dn , . . . , n g Z , l s l , . . . , l g R . We want to find a constant u1 d n n n d1 d
 i- ln , v : d4 2w xdsuch that e : n g Z is a Riesz basis for L yp , p whenever
5 5 < <sup l y n s sup sup l y n - u .‘n n k dk
d dngZ ngZ 1FkFd
We call u a stability bound.d
w xFavier and Zalik proved the following proposition 5, Corollary 2 .
< <PROPOSITION 1.1. Assume that n y l F L, k s 1, . . . , d, and thatk nk
1 i- l , v : d 2 dnŽ .  4 w xL - . If B L - 1, then e : n g Z is a Riesz basis in L yp , pd4
w Ž .1r2 x2 w Ž .1r2 x2 Ž .with frame bounds 1 y B L and 1 q B L , where B L isd d d
Ž .defined recursi¤ely as follows: B L s 1 y cos p L q sin p L, and for d ) 1,1
Ž .  1r2 Ž . 1r2Ž .w 1r2 Ž .x42B L [ B L q B L 1 q B L .d dy1 1 dy1
w xIn 4 , Chui and Shi improved this proposition. They proved the fol-
lowing.
Žw x. Ž . U Ž .PROPOSITION 1.2 4, Theorem 2 . The unique zero u of B t y 1d d
1w xin 0, is a stability bound, where4
1 y cos p t q sin p t dUB t [ H t q 1 y 1 ,Ž . Ž .Ž .d H tŽ .
sin p t
H t [ y cos p t q sin p t .Ž .
p t
The stability bounds obtained in Proposition 1.1 and Proposition 1.2 are
w xas follows 4 :
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TABLE I
Stability Bounds ud
d Favier]Zalik Chui]Shi d Favier]Zalik Chui]Shi
1 0.25 0.25 5 0.00696 0.04458
2 0.05077 0.11481 6 0.00473 0.03706
3 0.02083 0.07515 7 0.00342 0.03172
4 0.01119 0.05594 8 0.00259 0.02773
It is easy to see that both the Favier]Zalik bounds and the Chui]Shi
1bounds are very small for large d. In this paper, we show that u s is ad 4
1stability bound for any d G 1 and that cannot be improved. In fact, we4
prove the following.
 d4 dTHEOREM 1.1. Let l : n g Z be a sequence in R for whichn
1
5 5L [ sup l y n - ; 1Ž .‘n 4dngZ
 i²ln , v : d4 2w xdthen e : n g Z forms a Riesz basis for L yp , p with frame
Ž .dw Ž .x2 d Ž .dw Ž .x2 d Ž .bounds 2p 1 y B L and 2p 1 q B L , where B L s 1 y
Ž .cos p L q sin p L. Moreo¤er, the inequality in 1 cannot be replaced by
equality.
 i²ln , v : d4We call e : n g Z a Fourier frame, if it constitutes a frame for
2w xd w x w xL yp , p . For the case of one dimension, Balan 1 and Christensen 3
gave the stability bounds of Fourier frames. Here we give a multivariate
version.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 1.2. Let m s m , . . . , m and l s l , . . . , l forn n n n n n1 d 1 dd  i² m n , v : d4 2w xdn g Z . If e : n g Z is a frame for L yp , p with bounds A and
B and
'1 1 1 y ArB
5 5L [ sup l y m - y arcsin ,‘n n ž /'4 p 2dngZ
 i²ln , v : d4 2w xdthen e : n g Z is a frame for L yp , p with bounds
2 d 2 dw Ž .x w Ž .x'A 1 y BrA B L and B 1 q B L .
The proofs of the previous two theorems as well as the proofs of
Favier]Zalik and Chui]Shi use the following fact: if one of the compo-
Ž .nents of n s n , . . . , n changes, then only the corresponding component1 d
 i²ln , v :of l changes. In other words, these proofs are valid only when e :n
d4  iln v1 iln vd 41 dn g Z s e ??? e : n , . . . , n g Z .1 d
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Ž .In general, when one of the components of n s n , . . . , n changes, all1 d
of the components of l may change. For this case, we haven
Ž 1 d. Ž 1 d. dTHEOREM 1.3. Let a s a , . . . , a and b s b , . . . , b , n g Z .n n n n n n
 i² b n , v : d4 2w xdSuppose that e : n g Z is a frame for L yp , p with bounds A
and B. If
d dsin p L sin p L A
D L [ 1 y cos p L q sin p L q y - ,Ž . (ž / ž /p L p L B
10 F L - 4
and
5 5 db y a F L, n g Z ;‘n n
 i²a n , v : d4 2w xdthen e : n g Z is a frame for L yp , p with bounds
2 2w Ž .x w Ž .x'A 1 y BrA D L and B 1 q D L .
1 Ž .In particular, if b s n, 0 F L - , D L - 1 andn 4
5 5 da y n F L, n g Z ,‘n
 i²a n , v : d4 2w xd Ž .dthen e : n g Z is a Riesz basis for L yp , p with bounds 2p
w Ž .x2 Ž .d w Ž .x21 y D L and 2p ? 1 q D L .
Notation. In this paper, the norms of all Hilbert spaces are denoted by
5 5? . The exact meaning can be seen by context.
2. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We will prove the theorem for d s 2. If d ) 2,
the proof is similar.
1 il v il vn 1 n 2 4  41 2By Kadec's -theorem, both e : n g Z and e : n g Z are1 24
2w x w Ž .x2 w Ž .x2Riesz bases for L yp , p with bounds 2p 1 y B L and 2p 1 q B L .
 4Hence for any finite sequence of complex numbers c : n , n g Z , wen , n 1 21 2
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have
2
iŽl v ql v .n 1 n 21 2c eÝ n , n1 2
n , n1 2
2
p p
il v il vn 2 n 12 1s c e e dv dvÝ ÝH H n , n 1 21 2ž /yp yp n n1 2
2p 2 il vn 22F 2p 1 q B L c e dvŽ . Ý ÝH n , n 21 2yp n n1 2
2p2 il vn 22s 2p 1 q B L c e dvŽ . Ý ÝH n , n 21 2ypn n1 2
42 2< <F 2p 1 q B L c .Ž . Ž . Ý Ý n , n1 2
n n1 2
A similar argument shows that
2
42 2iŽl v ql v .n 1 n 2 < <1 2c e G 2p 1 y B L c .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýn , n n , n1 2 1 2
n , n n n1 2 1 2
 iln v1 4  iln v 2 41 2On the other hand, since both e : n g Z and e : n g Z are1 2
2w x  iŽln v1ql n v 2 . 41 2complete in L yp , p , e : n , n g Z is complete in1 2
2w x2 w x  iŽln v1ql n v 2 . 41 2L yp , p . By 7, Theorem 1.9 we know that e : n , n g Z1 2
2w x2 Ž .2w Ž .x4 Ž .2is a Riesz basis for L yp , p with bounds 2p 1 y B L and 2p
w Ž .x4? 1 q B L .
w xMoreover, the counterexamples in 7, pp. 122]125 can also be extended
Ž .to the case of a multivariate, so the inequality 1 cannot be replaced by
w xequality. In fact, an explicit counterexample was shown in 4 .
To prove Theorem 1.2, we need the following lemma.
Ž . d  i² m n , v :LEMMA 2.1. Suppose m s m , . . . , m for n g Z . Then e :n n n1 dd4 Ž . 2w xd  im n vkkn g Z is a frame Riesz basis for L yp , p if and only if e :
4 Ž . 2w xn g Z is also a frame Riesz basis for L yp , p for any 1 F k F d.k
Moreo¤er, if the conditions are satisfied and A and B are the framek k
 im n vk 4kbounds for e : n g Z , then A s A A ??? A and B s B B ??? B .k 1 2 d 1 2 d
Proof. Again, we consider the case d s 2. If d ) 2, the proof is similar.
First, we show the necessity. Without loss of generality, we take k s 1.
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 i² m n , v : d4 2w xdLet e : n g Z be a frame for L yp , p . Fix some g g
2w x 5 5 2w xL yp , p such that g ) 0. For any f g L yp , p , we have
22 iŽ m v qm v .n 1 n 21 2A f v g v F f v g v , e² :Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý1 2 1 2
n , n1 2
2F B f v g v . 2Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2
5 Ž . Ž .5 5 5 5 5Since f v g v s f ? g , the above inequality implies1 2
2 22 2 2 2im v im vn 1 n 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 51 2A f g F f v , e g v , e F B f g .² : ² :Ž . Ž .Ý Ý1 2
n n1 2
5 5 2 <² Ž . im n v 2: < 22Let D s g rÝ g v , e . Then 0 - D - q‘ andn 22
22 2im v 2n 15 5 5 51 w xAD f F f v , e F BD f , ; f g L yp , p .² :Ž .Ý 1
n1
 im n v1 4 2w x1Hence e : n g Z is a frame for L yp , p .1
For the case of Riesz basis, since a Riesz basis is also a frame, we only
 im n v141need to show that e is linearly independent.
 4Fix some finitely nonzero complex sequence d : n g Z such thatn 22
< < 2  4Ý d ) 0. For any finite complex sequence c : n g Z , a similarn n n 12 2 1
argument shows that
2
2 2im vn 1< < < <1AD9 c F c e F BD9 c ,Ý Ý Ýn n n1 1 1
n n n1 1 1
< < 2 5 im n v 2 5 2  im n v142 1where D9 s Ý d r Ý d e . This implies e is linearlyn n n n2 2 2 22w xindependent in L yp , p .
 im n vk 4kNext, we show the sufficiency. Let e : n g Z be a frame fork




yi Ž m v qm v .n 1 n 21 2f v , v e dv dvŽ .Ý H H 1 2 1 2
yp ypn , n gZ1 2
2
p p
yi m v yim vn 2 n 12 1s f v , v e dv e dvŽ .Ý Ý H H 1 2 2 1ž /yp ypn n2 1
2
p p
yi m vn 22F B f v , v e dv dvŽ .Ý H H1 1 2 2 1
yp ypn2
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2
p p
yi m vn 22s B f v , v e dv dvŽ .ÝH H1 1 2 2 1
yp ypn2
p p 2F B B f v , v dv dv . 3Ž . Ž .H H1 2 1 2 2 1
yp yp
A similar argument shows that
2
p p
yi Ž m v qm v .n 1 n 21 2f v , v e dv dvŽ .Ý H H 1 2 1 2
yp ypn , n gZ1 2
p p 2G A A f v , v dv dv . 4Ž . Ž .H H1 2 1 2 2 1
yp yp
 i² m n , v : 24 2w x2Hence e : n g Z is a frame for L yp , p . For the case of Riesz
bases, the proof is similar to that of Theorem 1.1.
 im n vkkMoreover, suppose that A and B are the frame bounds for e :k k
4 Ž . Ž . Ž .n g Z , k s 1, 2. By 2 , 3 , and 4 , it is easy to see that A s A A andk 1 2
B s B B .1 2
 im n vkkProof of Theorem 1.2. For any 1 F k F d, by Lemma 2.1, e :
4 2w xn g Z is a frame for L yp , p with bounds A and B for whichk k k
A s A A ??? A and B s B B ??? B . Since B rA G 1, we have1 2 d 1 2 d k k
B rA F BrA. Hencek k
'1 y A rB1 1 1 1 1 y ArB' k ky arcsin G y arcsin .' '4 p 4 p2 2
w x  iln vk 4 2w xkBy 1, Theorem 1 , e : n g Z is a frame for L yp , p with boundsk
B 2 2w Ž .x w Ž .xA 1 y B L and B 1 q B L . The conclusion follows by Lem-'k kA
ma 2.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let
kq1sin pd y1 2d sin pdŽ .
a d s , a d s ,Ž . Ž .0 k 2 2pd p k y dŽ .
kq1i y1 2d cos pdŽ .
a d s ,Ž .yk 21 2p k y y dŽ .2
w x s 1, w x s cos kx ,Ž . Ž .0 k
1w x s sin k y x , k G 1.Ž . Ž .Ž .yk 2
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1< Ž . < w x < Ž . <For any k / 0, a d is increasing for d g 0, and Ý a L s 1 yk k / 0 k4
Ž . Ž w x.cos p L q sin p L q sin p L rp L y 1 see 1, 7 . Moreover,




iŽd v q ??? qd v .1 1 d d1 y e s 1 y a d w v ,Ž .Ž .Ý Ł k q k 1q q
qs1dkgZ
k s k , . . . , k .Ž .1 d
 4For any finitely nonzero sequence of complex numbers c , we haven
i² b , v : i²a , v :n nc e y eŽ .Ý n
dngZ
i² b , v : i²d , v :n ns c e 1 y eŽ .Ý n
dngZ
d s a y b s d 1 , . . . , d dŽ .Ž .n n n n n
d
i² b , v : qns c e 1 y a d w vŽ .Ž .Ý Ý Łn k n k qq qž /qs1d dngZ kgZ
d
i² b , v : qnF c e 1 y a dŽ .Ý Łn 0 nž /qs1dngZ
d d
i² b , v : qnq w v c e a dŽ . Ž .Ý Ł Ý Łk q n k nq q
qs1 qs1nk/0
d 1r2sin p L 2' < <F 1 y B cÝ nž /ž /ž /p L n
1r22d
q'q B c a dŽ .Ý Ý Łn k nqž /qs1nk/0
J P q Q, 5Ž .
 d 4where letting G s k g Z : p components of k are 0 , 1 F p F d y 1 wep
have:
1r22dy1 d
q'Q s B c a dŽ .Ý Ý Ý Łn k nqž /qs1nps0 kgGp
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dy1 d 1r2
d 2' < <F a L B cŽ .Ý Ý Ł Ýk nž /pž / q
qspq1 nps0 k , . . . , k /0pq1 d
dypdy1 1r2
d 2' < <s a L B cŽ .Ý Ý Ýk nž /pž / 1ž /
nps0 k /01
d 1r2sin p L 2' < <s 1 y cos p L q sin p L q y 1 B c . 6Ž .Ý nž /ž /ž /p L n
Ž . Ž .  i² b n , v : i²a n , v :4By 5 and 6 , e y e is a Bessel sequence with bound
Ž Ž ..2 w x  i²a n , v : d4 2w xdD L B. By 2, Theorem 1 , e : n g Z is a frame for L yp , p
Ž . 'when D L - ArB . This completes the proof.
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